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Dear readers,
We are glad to present you the second newsletter of the STEP project, 

which entered its second year of duration in June. During the first year 
of the project, the technical, operational and business background for 
the STEP solution has been assessed and analysed, and we are now at 
the peak of the main development phase of the platform and its com-
ponents. All partners’ efforts are maximised focusing on:

• delivering an integrated and tested eParticipation platform, 
• validating the platform through the successful organisation of 

the project pilot schemes in 5 locations with the direct participation 
of one regional authority, three municipalities and one association of 
municipalities, which are members of the STEP consortium. 

Please spread the word widely, and stay tuned via our website, join 
us on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. We are always looking forward to 
receiving your comments and feedback.

Enjoy the reading!
The STEP Team
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STEP in 1 minute

STEP aims to promote the participation of young people in decision making procedures on environmen-
tal issues. To achieve that, it develops and pilot tests an eParticipation platform composed of a website 
and a complementary mobile application, where local government representatives and young citizens 
together can identify, discuss and eventually find solutions on problems related to local environmental 
issues.

The STEP team conducted a cross-field research to bring environmental policy makers in line with the best 
practices to reach young people and to communicate with them in familiar settings. Besides the assessment 
of existing online environmental platforms, infor-
mation on 21 eParticipation case studies world-
wide was collected, while structured user studies 
involving 231 individuals were performed.

From the case studies, Europeans use social me-
dia for various purposes, from video watching and 
book reading to social networking.

 Especially young people spend several hours of 
their day online and they are much more connect-
ed compared to other age groups.

STEP in a nutshell

Engaging young people 
through social media

Find out what STEP is in this short animation film.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R90AgFkdnJc

When it comes to stating their main sources of in-
formation with regards to environmental news, young 
people prefer the Internet (blogs, forums, etc.) which 
they consider a trustworthy and reliable source fol-
lowed by TV and social media.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R90AgFkdnJc
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These facts support the argu-
ment that social media should 
not be used as a replacement of 
eParticipation tools but rather as 
a means to increase engagement. 
In addition is very important to 
use influential people, like scien-

tists or well-known artists to en-
dorse and promote a campaign 
on environmental issues as youth 
tends to trust these people and 
follow their paradigm.

Regarding rewards, the most 
preferred type that would mo-

tivate youth to engage in envi-
ronmental initiatives through an 
online platform is, surprisingly, 
receiving feedback from the local 
authorities and not badges or pre-
sents.
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All in all, our research indicates that the ideal ePar-
ticipation platform should integrate social media 
and gamification features, and contain interesting 
and shareable content that can be consumed quick-
ly on any device, such as multimedia content (imag-

es, videos, animations, etc.). Evidence also suggests 
a more active media campaign that would leverage 
social media, and frequently updated and engaging 
content to bring about increased awareness on gov-
ernmental initiatives.

We have considered the research undertaken for the STEP project to provide public authorities with some 
practical suggestions on how to engage young people in decision making procedures for environmental 
issues:

Putting STEP research 
into practice
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eParticipation platforms for environmental issues should promote trust building between policy makers 
and young people. Policy makers should have in mind that NGOs and local policy makers inspire more trust 
than higher level politicians, thus party politics and actions being made for political gain should be avoided. 
On the other hand, partnerships with trusted youth and environmental organisations will help trust build-
ing.  In addition, trust/ reputation mechanisms for rating the relevance of proposed policies as well as their 
implementation may be beneficial in building trust. 

eParticipation platforms for environmental issues should be engaging and include relevant content, dis-
cussing topics of interest to young people.  Cynicism should be avoided as this leads to disengagement and 
young people distancing themselves from environmental issues.  

BUILD TRUST

MAINTAIN OPTIMISM 

Ensuring that the eParticipation platforms give young people a voice and promote their empowerment 
is vital. Feedback on past initiatives and how any input from young people has made a difference should be 
provided in a clear format. To further promote engagement, young people should receive feedback on their 
actions and not be ignored.

PROMOTE EMPOWERMENT

eParticipation platforms are not a panacea for all environmental problems. Policy makers should avoid 
creating false expectations of outcomes, whilst trying to remain optimistic about what can be achieved.  

BE REALISTIC 

• An introductory workshop to the STEP platform was organised in Valdemoro, Spain on 19/11/2015. The 
aim of the workshop was to familiarise the STEP pilot partners with the intended features of the STEP plat-
form, as they had been identified according to the analysis of user needs (Deliverable D2.2-Report on users’ 
needs and technical requirements), and to further refine these requirements, so that the technical partners 
can integrate them in the platform.

• A number of co-creation workshops were conducted between October 2015 and May 2016 to involve 
the potential users in the design of the STEP platform: Dundee, UK (students); Valdemoro, Spain (policy 
makers); Mollet del Vallés, Spain (students); Heraklion, Greece (both policy makers and students/ young peo-
ple); Prague, Czech Republic (students); Valdemoro, Spain (students). The number of people involved in the 
co-production sessions to date is approximately 120 in total.  Further activities are planned for the near future 
in the remaining pilot areas. A virtual co-production workshop using the pilot STEP platform to carry out 
design activities is also planned which may involve participants from several pilot areas in one activity.  

Project Workshops
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Within the first year of the project operation, the STEP partners have participated in various relevant events 
to disseminate the project’s objectives and maximise its visibility:

Publicity events

Smart City Expo World 
Congress in Barcelona, 
Spain. 17-19 November 
2015

CeBIT 2016 conference in Hannover, Germany. 20-24 March 2016

http://www.smartcityexpo.com/en/past-editions-2015
http://www.smartcityexpo.com/en/past-editions-2015
http://www.cebit.de/home
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Tree Festival 2016 in Mollet 
del Vallés, Spain. 22 March 
2016

Spring Festival in Mollet del Vallés, Spain. 10 
April 2016

XIX Meeting of Urban Strategic Plans, Zarago-
za, Spain. 15 April 2016
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Sant Jordi Festival, Mollet 
del Vallés, Spain. 23 April 
2016

STEP infoday in Hatay, Tur-
key. 25 April 2016

To enhance the project visibility, the STEP consortium has established synergies for cross-dissemination 
with the following relevant EU projects:

Interesting news
COLLABORATION WITH RELEVANT INITIATIVES

EUth: Tools and Tips for Digital and Mobile Youth 
Participation in and across Europe

PARTISPACE: Spaces and Styles of Participation. 
Formal, non-formal and informal possibilities of 
young people´s participation in European cities

CATCH-EyoU: Constructing AcTive CitizensHip with 
European Youth: Policies, Practices, Challenges and 
Solutions 

MYPLACE: Memory, youth, political legacy and civ-
ic engagement

http://www.euth.net/
http://partispace.eu/
http://www.catcheyou.eu/
http://www.fp7-myplace.eu/
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: STEP H2020 Project

: STEP H2020 project

: @STEP_H2020

: Step Horizon2020

Dr. Machi Simeonidou
Project Coordinator
DRAXIS Environmental S.A.
msimeonidou@draxis.gr
+30 2310 274566

STAY TUNED TO STEP

Contact details

SocIEtY: Social innovation – Empowering the young 
for the common good

OURSPACE: Online eparticipation platform

PIDOP: Processes Influencing Democratic Owner-
ship and Participation

MYUNIVERSITY: Decision making for a united 
higher education

SENSE4US: Data insights for policy makers & citi-
zens

A paper stemming from the STEP project work has 
been accepted to be presented at the 15th IFIP Elec-
tronic Government (EGOV) and 8th Electronic Partic-
ipation (ePart) Conference 2016 which will be held in 
September 2016 in Guimarães, Portugal. This paper 
entitled “Using a prototype e-Participation platform 
as a Digital Cultural Probe to Investigate Youth En-

gagement with the Environment”, was prepared by 
partner ABERTAY (The Abertay University) aiming to 
describe how we used a prototype e-Participation 
platform as a Digital Cultural Probe to investigate 
youth motivation and engagement strategies with 
environmental issues and in particular with environ-
mental policy making. 

STEP PAPER WAS ACCEPTED AT THE 15TH IFIP ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT (EGOV) 
AND 8TH ELECTRONIC PARTICIPATION (EPART) CONFERENCE 2016

mailto:msimeonidou@draxis.gr
http://www.society-youth.eu/
http://www.joinourspace.eu/
http://www.fahs.surrey.ac.uk/pidop/index.htm
http://myuniversity-project.eu/
http://sense4us.eu/
http://www.egov-conference.org/egov-2016
http://www.egov-conference.org/egov-2016
http://www.egov-conference.org/egov-2016
http://www.abertay.ac.uk/
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